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1,190,102 downloads of Alldata 10.52 ALLDATA 10.52 Portable contains a detailed description of the repair and maintenance
work for early model trucks and U.S. production passenger cars of both American. I just finished installing the AllData USB
disk to my computer and successfully loaded the alldata 06.03 repair file in place of my previous alldata 10.52 repair disk. I. .
Here is the fixed disk 24 (alldata 10.52) that was previously not loading late model Toyota trucks. This version is the portable
version and can be run from an external hard drive, USB key, CD, or. I tried to modify the alldata file. . Oct 7, 2010 After
testing the USB Disk version (AllData.10.32.to.10.33_NEW.. It has a big. I am having difficulty installing Alldata 10.52, where
"System Registry error 600a. This may be due to a corrupt installation disk or a corrupt temporary system file. ". What can I do
about this?.. 10.34. But as of this writing, no additional file directories are showing up on the. . You've come to the right place if
you’re looking for the best multi-car diagnostic software on the market for a fraction of the price. . I am trying to install the
AllData 10.52. The file opens, but when I try to run it I get the following error: "I cannot run this disk because System Registry
error 600a. " This may be due to a corrupt installation disk or a corrupt temporary system file. ". What can I do about this?. . Jan
4, 2012 I thought that this wouldn't be a problem, but this is what I'm getting when i try to install alldata 10.52 on my brothers
pc. I am running windows xp home edition.. This is the message i get. "System Registry Error 600a. This may be due to a
corrupt installation disk or a corrupt temporary system file. ". What can I do about this?. I love this software. It is good for cars,
motorcycles, and other cars.. Oct 14, 2012 I think the best universal repair tool for all porsches is this product, even for my
2006 GT2. It is also the best GUI software ever for porsches. It would be a shame to see it go

ALLDATA 1052 Portable

Jul 4, 2016 This is my version of ALLDATA portable.. You can edit on ALLDATA "DATA/Device" or the ACE.ini in the
"ALLDATA Repair - AUG13 . Jul 19, 2017 It installs fine, I paste the patch (AllData.10.52.to.10.53_NEW.. When you open
the portable it will put a folder on your drive (where . Oct 28, 2013 This version is the portable version and can be run from an

external hard drive, unlike the previous version of this Alldata 10.53 added . The program Alldata 10.52, contains a detailed
description of the repair and maintenance work for cars of both American production and cars of Asian and . I know there are

new install files for Alldata 10.53 to work on windows 10. someone said to use the portable version, please help thanks.
ALLDATA 1052 Portable Jul 4, 2016 This is my version of ALLDATA portable.. You can edit on ALLDATA

"DATA/Device" or the ACE.ini in the "ALLDATA Repair - AUG13 . Jul 19, 2017 It installs fine, I paste the patch
(AllData.10.52.to.10.53_NEW.. When you open the portable it will put a folder on your drive (where . Oct 28, 2013 This

version is the portable version and can be run from an external hard drive, unlike the previous version of this Alldata 10.53
added . The program Alldata 10.52, contains a detailed description of the repair and maintenance work for cars of both

American production and cars of Asian and . I know there are new install files for Alldata 10.53 to work on windows 10.
someone said to use the portable version, please help thanks. Alldata 10.52 Portable Jul 4, 2016 This is my version of

ALLDATA portable.. You can edit on ALLDATA "DATA/Device" or the ACE.ini in the "ALLDATA Repair - AUG13 . Jul
19, 2017 It installs fine, I paste the patch (AllData.10.52.to.10.53_NEW.. When you open the portable it will put a folder on

your drive (where . Oct 28, 2013 This version is the portable version and can be 3da54e8ca3
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